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Induction and Awards Ceremonies - Update
It is with a heavy heart that IMSHOF must cancel the physical Induction and Awards Ceremonies
for both the Class of 2020 (planned for New York City) and Class of 2021. While the vaccines
promise a win in the COVID-19 battle – travel for indoor events still looks difficult in 2021.
IMSHOF will run a LIVE virtual Class of 2020 Induction and Awards Ceremony on Zoom. It will
capture some of the key elements to recognize everyone formally – but miss the special bonding
that comes with handshakes, kisses, hugs, a meal, personal atmosphere and of course a few
drinks and laughter afterwards. Please mark your calendars to attend this virtual event (from the
safety of your own home – with your family). Closer to the time we will supply connection details.
Saturday 1 May: California 12noon - 2pm; Chicago 2-4pm; New York/Toronto 3-5pm;
Brazil/Argentina 4-6pm; London 8-10pm; Amsterdam/Budapest/Cairo/Rome 9-11pm and
Bulgaria/Athens/Moscow 10-12 midnight
Sunday 2 May: Mumbai 00:30-2:30am; Perth/Hong Kong 3-5am; Melbourne 5-7am and
New Zealand 7-9am
Sorry for the terrible times for Asia, Australia and New Zealand. No single time works for
all. Please remember that IMSHOF conducted the previous physical ceremony in Australia (our
first time ever – and evidence that we do love you) and that the travelers to New York City in 2021
would be airborne at the same terrible times.

Once our first ever virtual ceremony is over, we will look for feedback and plan a similar virtual
Ceremony in the Autumn for the Class of 2021.

IMSHOF continues to believe that physical inductions are special, one of our most valuable
contributions to the sport and we fully expect that the Class of 2022 (when announced) will
physically meet in Naples for their Induction and Award Ceremony on Saturday 7 May 2022.
Only two good things came out of the move to these two virtual ceremonies. First, many who
bought tickets for New York have declined a refund and become a Patron and/or rolled the ticket
over to Naples 2022. Many thanks – this greatly helps IMSHOF’s finances. Second, we expect a
record attendance at the virtual events.

New IMSHOF email address
IMSHOF’s new email address: INFO@IMSHOF.ORG. Please make sure these emails are not
going into your spam folder.
Emails to and from ned.denison@corkopenwater.com will continue to taper off over the coming
months.

Other Honoree Video/Interviews
Honorees Antonio Argüelles Díaz-González, Ned Denison, and Steven Muñatones conduct
interviews with Honorees. These appear on the IMSHOF Facebook page and WOWSA with links
to YouTube. Interviews since the last newsletter (click to access the hyperlink) and a few more
include:
David Alleva on vaccines

Elizabeth Fry

Maria Louisa Cabañeros Sanchez de Leon

Spiros Gianniotis

Richard “Dick” Campion

Massimo Giuliani

Marian Cassidy

Ricardo Continentino Ratto

Lynne Cox

Freda Streeter, MBE

Marcos Aurelio Díaz Domínguez

Donation of Scrapbooks and other Memorabilia
Pictured below - the scrapbook of Gertrude Ederle, Honor Swimmer, United States of America,
1963. This donation to the ISHOF Museum in Fort Lauderdale, Florida captures key sport history!
Many thanks again to Honoree Herman Willemse who donated the first 5 of 15 of his scrapbooks
to be digitized and given to the ISHOF Museum in Florida. Don’t let your old memories die in a
box in your attic, shed or garage.

Language Translations Completed
IMSHOF starts with “International”. With pride, we announce that all Honoree biographies now
include local language translations on the website. Several years ago IMSHOF started with local
language translations on our announcements and ceremony booklets. Together these allow the
families, friends and fans of Honorees to better appreciate their achievements. The list below
includes the translations. Many thanks to all the volunteers in many countries who helped.

Many thanks
Follow us on:

@imshofame
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